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cators are encouraged the use, with technical assistance from paint supplier.

INTRODUCTION2
Axis International wll is a team of experinced, skilled and dynamic proffessionals working togther since 2004
and has grown to be a force to reckon within the feild of Civil work , Trading Architectural Hardware ,  Paint-
ing , Epoxy Coating , Polyurethane Coating , Hygienic Coating , concrete PolIsh.

Our dedicated and highly trained has already completed many projects throughout Bahrain and Saudi - 
Arabia

OUR DIVISIONS : 
Axis International Trading 
Axis International Construction
Al-Mehawar Al-Saudi Contracting Est ( Ksa)

OUR WORKING CONDITIONS
It is suggested that for temperaturees above 35 degree C or below 5 degree C, the following guidelines are
adopted as good working practice.
a. Store the materials in a cool dry place
b. Avoid direct sunlight 
c. Store sufficient materials and labor prior to application. 

EQUIPMENT

Following are the list of equipment’s for correct application
a. Protective clothing’s (overalls), saftey helmets, safety shoes.
b. Gloves and goggles.
c. 1KW slow speed drill, 400/500 rpm, mixing paddle and mixing pail.
d. Lamb’s wool roller, painting brush.

2. APPLICATION METHOD 
Since the long term performance of the materials is dependent upon proper application, experienced appli-

SURFACE PREPARATION
a. New concrete or cementitious substrates should be at least 28 days old and not exceeding 80%RH.
b. Ensure the substrate to be strong and firm and dry.
c. Clean properly and free from mortar, oil and grease / remove all weak and loose paint particles.
d. Excess laitance deposites are removed by light mechanical scabling , grinding , acid wash if necessary 
followed by rinsing with water and complete drying.
e. Dust to be removed by Vacum brush cleaning.
f. All blow holes and other surface undulations should be repaired with a proper reparing compound.

PRIMING
a. Apply  Epoxy  Concrete Sealer all over the area. Using Epoxy roller
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MIXING
a. Epoxy floor coating is supplied in two pre weighed packs (base and hardener) which are ready for imme-
diate use on-site.
b. Part mixing of this product is not acceptable and will affect both performance and apperance automati-
cally invalidate standerd product guarntee.

APPLICATION
a. After mixing, the material must be used within its specific pot life of 1 hour.
b. The mixed material to be directly applied on prepared surface.
c. Good drying conditions are required to allow complete evaporation of the water as the epoxy cures. 
Adequate ventilation and air movement is necessary.
d. Under no circumstances should subsequent coats be applied before the minimum over coating time.

WHAT IS AN EPOXY FLOOR COATING?

Epoxy is a two component product consisting of one part epoxy resin and one part polyamine hardener. You 
are required to mix the two parts together prior to application. After mixing you are limited by time and 
temperature as to how long you have to apply it. With colored epoxies it is the resin that is tinted to give the 
epoxy color. If it’s not tinted, then it goes on as a clear coating.

Epoxy coatings cure and do not dry like paint does. Unlike paint, the mixing of the two components starts a 
reactive process that creates cross-linking of the components while it cures. This cross-linking provides a very 
hard and durable surface that seals the concrete and is resistant to staining, abrasion, and chemicals. The 
amount of resistance and performance of the coating is usually determined by the quality and solids content 
of the epoxy.

The ease of application and thickness of the epoxy is also dependent on the volume of solids content. This is 
always displayed as a percentage. In other words, 100% solids epoxy means that you have 100% of the 
product on the floor after it cures. 50% solids mean that you will have 50% of the product remaining on the 
floor after it has cured. The reason for this is that the carrier agents (water or solvents) which are used in the 
lower solids product evaporate out as the epoxy cures.

As an example, a 100% solids epoxy applied with a roller has an approximate wet film thickness (WFT) of 
10 mils. Once it cures, the dry film thickness (DFT) remains at 10 mils. A 50% solids epoxy will have a wet 
film thickness of approximately 6 mils. Once it cures, the coating is reduced to a dry film thickness of 3 mils.

100% solids epoxy is harder to work with during application because of the thicker viscosity and limited time 
to apply it. Epoxy with a lesser solids content has less viscosity and is easier to apply.

garage floor epoxy paint kitMany of the inexpensive “DIY” epoxy paint kits that you can buy at the local 
home improvement centers and online have as little as 48% solids. This means that it is easier to apply as 
well as cheaper to buy because the solids content is much lower along with the quality. It goes on the floor 
almost as easy as paint does.
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In fact, easy application it is one of the primary marketing points that makes these kits so popular to 
purchase. They can be applied to your garage floor more easily compared to the more premium epoxy coat 
systems.

Does this mean that these epoxy paint kits are bad?  No, it just means that you are getting what you pay 
for. Many of these kits cost under $70 and cover up to 250ft². Two kits will cover a typical two-car garage. 
They are usually available in either grey or beige with a semi-gloss finish and include a small bag of paint 
chips to add if you like.

The more expensive kits tend to be marketed as epoxy coatings, though there are some exceptions. They 
come in multiple colors, have a higher solids content, and result in a thicker, more durable surface that lasts 
years longer.

When ever in doubt about what you are purchasing, always review the TDS sheets. These will detail exactly 
what type of product you are purchasing as well as other very important information regarding application 
and durability.

So don’t fall for the epoxy marketing name game when deciding on what you want to apply to your garage 
floor. As you can see, epoxy paint and epoxy coating generally mean the same thing. They are both an 
epoxy coating. Do your research first, as this will help you to understand the type of epoxy you are purchas-
ing and what kind of results to expect.



PRODUCT SUPPLIERS3
In order to provide our customers with peace of mind in terms of flooring finishes they require that there be a 

good relationship between the material manufacturer and the applicator. Thus a noticable and sound 

relationship between the two is essential.. The strength of a guarantee is dependent on the conffidence the 

supplier has in the applicator and due to this Resin Floor Design has “approved applicator” status with most 

suppliers.
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EPOXY & POLYURETHANE4

Tough Epoxy

Moderately flexible EPU

Wear resistant, aromatic PU

Hard wearing, quick setting Polyurea

Water borne PUD

Moisture curing Urethane

Water borne Epoxy

UV resistant, aliphatic PU

Sodium silicate based Concrete
densifier
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ANTISKID FLOORING5
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HYGIENIC PU COATING KITECHEN AND 
FOOD PROCESSING AREA RAMEE GRAND
SEEF AREA

CAR MOVING DRIVE WAY ANTI-
SKID COATING

HILTON HOTEL DRIVE WAY EPOXY COAT

RAMEE HOTEL PARKING BAY  PU COAT
JUFFAIR 



SPORTS & RUBBER FLOORING6
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MACHINES & TOOLS7
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HTC SWEDEN 550 LORAL C.R.P

HEAVY DUTY DUST COLLECTOR HTC GREYLINE 35D DUST EXTRACTOR

DIAMOND TOOLS

HTC EDGE GRINDING 



CS EXPANSION JOINT COVERS8
Construction Specialties, Inc. Cranford, NJ • Muncy, PA ,  USA
Manufactures architectural specialties for new construction including louvers, grilles, sun controls, Acrovyn 
wall protection, entrance flooring, expansion joint systems, cubicle curtain track, fire and explosion vents.

CRASH RAIL
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9

HAND RAIL

CS EXPASION JOINTS WALL TO WALL

ENTRANCE MATS

FIRE RATED CURTAINS
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CS WALL COVERING AND CS WALL GLAZED SELF STERIZING PAINT

CS EXPANSION JOINT COVERS



MODERN METERIALS AND OLD CRAFTSMANSHIP

CERRAZZO FLOORING10
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Cerrazzo is  specially formulated epoxy resin and hardener with multi-coloured glass chips from discarded 
bottles, mirrors and plate windows. It is harder than traditional marble terrazzo and will last the lifetime of 
the building.
Cerrazzo offers total colour customization and endless design possibilities.  When light hits the surface, each 
translucent glass piece shimmers. It is inert  and so it offers excellent indoor air quality.



Al Khober

Al Khober

COMPLETED PROJECTS11
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Ramee Hotel

SUPPLY OF EPOXY / PU CLIENT LOCATION REMARK

Ramee Juffair 2014

Sukoon Tower

Minwa 1 , 2 , 3 ( JV Aradous)

Al Matrook HSA 1 ( JV Aradous)

Devji

Faisal Sharaf Consultant

Dar Al Khaleeg ( JV Aradous)

Royal Tulip Hotel

Delta Construction Blz Schmidt Logistic 

Dahram Modern Project 

Rawabi Holding Head Office

Rezizia Tower / Car park

Toyota

Zamil Construction / Dar Al ezz

Residential Building / Epoxy 

Mannai Juffair On Going

On GoingGudaibya

Algana Juffair Completed

Matrook

Muhrooq

Budaiya Completed

Devji Hidd Completed

Faisal S Juffair Completed

Seef Completed

K Abbas Amwaj Completed

Blz

Azizya

Khobar

Khobar

K.S.A

K.S.A

Hidd Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15



ORGANIZATIONAL CHART12

CEO

General
 Manager

Techiniacl
 Manager

Sales
 Manager

Project
Coordinator

Accountant Workers
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COMMITMENT13
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We take it as a personnel responsibility to suggest 
and deliver the best suited product to our customer 
keeping in mind that our product should be an asset 
to our client and not an expense and should highlight 
the clients effort and compliment his taste of quality.



Construction Specialties Inc, 

Hand Rail, crash Rail and Conner Guards 
Acrovyn 4000 P.V.C Free Product 

 

Ongoing projects 

1. Oncology Hospital @ King Hammed University 
                Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards  

2. Oasis mall @ Juffair 
                Crash rail and corner guards  
        3.  Hoora Health Centre (additional worKs 
                Crash rail and corner guards 
 
Specified waiting approval and Order 

1. Kidney Dialysis Centre @ Riffa 
               Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards  

2. Cardiac Hospital @ Awali 
        Hand rail, Crash rail, door protection and corner guards 
3. Batelco Heath Centre @ Riffa 
        Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards 

 

Finished Projects 

1. Alba Health Centre @Alba 
        Hand rail, Crash rail and Corner Guards 
2.  BDF main Hospital @ Riffa 
         Hand rail, Crash rail, door protection and corner guards 
3. Burnt Unit @ BDF Hospital 
        Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards 
4. Renovation Old wings @ BDF Hospital  
        Hand rail, Crash rail 
5. King Hammed University Hospital 
        Hand rail, Crash rail, door protection and corner guards 
6. Bu Maher Health Centre @ Muharraq 
        Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards 
7. Dr. Tariq Hospital @ Mahooz 
        Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards 
8. Shk Sabah al Salam Health Centre @ Karrana    
        Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards 
9.  E.K. Kanoo Community Centre @ Salmania 
        Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards 
10.Almoayed Dialysis Centre @ Salmania Hospital 

               Hand rail, Crash rail and corner guards  
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Construction Specialties Inc, 

Entrance mats 

 

Finished Projects 

1. Kuwait Health Centre@ Hidd 
 
2. Alba Health Centre @Alba 
         
3.  BDF main Hospital @ Riffa 
          
4. Arab Bank @ diplomat  

 
5. Crown Plaza Hotel 

 
6. Toyota Plaza Petrol Station @ Tubli 

 
7. Toyota Spare part @ Arad 

 
8. Toyota Spare part @ Salmabad 

 
9. Toyota Corporation Office @ Manama 

 
10. Zeibert show @ Sanad 

 
11. Motor City @ Sanad 

 
12. Lexes Show Room @ Sitra 

 
13. Horan Tower @ Sanabis 

 
14. Dafc US Base 

 
15. Porsche show Room @ Sitra 

 
16. B.B. K Heal Centre @ Hoora 

 
17. B.B.K Health center@ Hidd  
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Construction Specialties Inc, 
And other suppliers 

Expansion joints/ Movement  
 

Ongoing projects 

1.  KFCD (Avenues) 
                Stainless steel Expansion Joints 
           Floor to Floor and Floor to wall 
 

2.  Oasis Mall @ Juffair 
                Stainless steel Expansion Joints 
           Floor to Floor 

 
3. Oasis Mall @ Juffair 
        Stainless steel Tile Movement Joints 
         Floor to Floor 
 
4. Oasis Mall @ Juffair 
        Car park Joint 
         Floor to Floor 
 

 
 Finished Projects 
 

1. Sultan Mall @Isa Town 
    Expansion joint Cover 
               Floor to Floor  

 
2. Dragon City l @ Dyar al Muharaq 

               Expansion joint Cover  
               Wall to wall 
              Tile movement Joint 
             Floor to Floor 
 

3. Amwaj Island  
            Car park Joint 
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